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Abstract

The phenomenal advancement of mobile technologies and the large penetration of mobile phones in developing countries have provided alternative solutions to re-engineer public service delivery mechanism. Governments are now challenged to deliver an expanding set of services to citizen given the general pervasiveness and ubiquity of mobile devices. This development has given a growing focus on modernizing public service delivery to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of services. The devices have become the world’s most common means of interpersonal communication and constituting the new frontier that is beginning to transform governance; making government more accessible and more citizen-centric by extending the dividends of governance. This emerging trend in public service delivery has been named mGovernment. This new paradigm shift of governance is the latest innovation and practice in developed countries. mGovernment has emerged as an appropriate form of governments’ initiatives using mobile devices within the purview of government administration to deliver public services to citizens and organizations in a transparent, accountable, efficient and effective manner on mobile devices. The Public Private Partnership (PPP) model has been advocated because of the budgetary constraints of governments. This paper examines some of the factors for its successful implementation and the policy directions for governments and other stakeholders. The paper draws on concepts from multiple theoretical perspectives using the theory of diffusion and grounded theory to understand the proposition of the new initiative. The paper explores mGovernment potentials for transforming governance by increasing their accessibility and citizen-centricity. This study contributes to the literature on mGovernment by synthesizing best practices solutions for public service delivery and suggests a new business model for its sustenance. The paper also suggests policy direction to governments and stakeholders.
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1.0 Introduction

Mobile devices are making the world go round. According to a World Bank study (2010) and Global IT research company Informa Telecoms and Media infoDev titled “information and Communication for development” (2012) found that an estimated three-quarter of the world’s people have access to a mobile device. Close to 5 billion of the users are in developing countries. This development is bringing significant changes in lifestyle and economics.

The same aforementioned World Bank report also added that mobile communications offer major opportunities to advance human and economic development from providing basic access to health information to making cash payments, spurring job creation, and stimulating citizens’ involvement in democratic processes. The challenge however, is how best to enable people, businesses, and

---
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governments in developing countries take full advantage of these opportunities towards efficient service delivery.

The advancement in mobile technology is instrumental in enhancing the relationship between governments and the citizens, as well as in playing a central role during events such as the just concluded Arab Spring where social media pages and other dedicated domains were opened to help disseminate information, mobilize resources and synergize efforts. It is apposite to adumbrate a little on the example of Yemeni woman, Tawakul Karman, a 33 year old mother of three who heads the human rights group “Women Journalists without Chains. She has been a leading figure in the protests as part of the anti-authoritarian revolts that have been on the rise in the Arab world. Using text messages, Facebook and other social media, she organized the first student demonstrations at Sanaa University challenging the rule of President Ali Abdullah Saleh. Karman has been dubbed “Iron Woman, “The Mother of Revolution” and “The Spirit of the Yemeni Revolution” by fellow protesters. In 2011 she became the youngest ever recipient of the Nobel Prize for Peace. Additionally, in the state of Kerala in India, an "mGovernment" program deployed 20 applications and has facilitated more than 3 million interactions between the government and citizens since December 2010(Alozie et al., 2011; CNN, 2011; World Bank 2011 and infoDev report, 2012).

We must also not lose sight of the fact that maximal exploitation and exploration of internet portals greatly aided the election of Barack Obama as the 1st African-American President (The Economist 2011). Mobile communications is changing even faster than many have predicted that it has transformed the way we live our lives and communicate with each other, and we expect it to play a key role in the next phase of public service delivery in governments given its growth.

As the world becomes more global and countries become more competitive, governments will have no choice but to become more citizen-centric. Governments are becoming citizen-centric by revamping traditional government operations to create a public value. ICTs have been seen as systemic tools for economic and social development. Kofi Annan had in one of his numerous papers asserted that mobile technologies is a great chance for developing countries to facilitate the integration, economic and otherwise, as well as a repository for good governance(Annan,2002;McClurg,2003;Mossberger,Tolbert, & McNeals,2007;Oates,Owen & Gibson,2006; Wilhelm,2000). Some analysts and scholar have examined the linkage between mobile technologies and advancement of democracy (public service delivery). There is no attempt in this paper to distinguish between mobile technologies and political development or democratization as concepts but we are looking at public service delivery that is citizen-centric and aided by mobile technologies. (Dahl,1998;Grugel, 2002). Although mobile technologies continue to feature prominently communications and less in governance in the developing world, account of the impact of it on governance as in mobile government has not been succinctly explored. This has been acknowledged for decades in developing countries - first with respect to telecommunications and later with respect to ICT generally. Lately, much emphasis has been given to the many different social applications of ICT such as e-learning, e-health and eGovernment. There are ample anecdotal and, in some other realms fleeting, narratives of the interplay of mobile technologies and public service delivery. For many years nothing much happened concerning mGovernment in developing countries. However, over the last decade mobile technologies has developed rapidly in developing countries providing the basis for voice communications, text messaging and internet access and increasingly, for other growing variety of data communications services.

In places with bad roads, unreliable postal services, few trains and parlous landlines, mobile phones have substituted for travel; allow quicker and easier access to information, and services boost entrepreneurship and make it easier to do business. A study by World Resources Institute of 2012 found that as the developing world’s incomes rise, household spending on mobile phones grows faster than spending on energy, water or indeed anything else. Hence, mobile phones are so valuable to people in the developing countries that they are providing access to telecommunications for the first time, rather than just being portal adjuncts to existing fixed-line phone, as in the developed countries.
A recent study by Leonard Waverman of the London Business School found that adding an extra ten mobile phones per 100 people in a typical developing country boosts growth in GDP per person by 0.8%. This fact is consistent with Christine Zhen-Wei Qiang, an economist at the World Bank. They also found that telecoms technologies promote growth more effectively in developing countries than in developed ones. This can be attributed to the fact that telecom services help markets more efficient, reduce transaction costs and increase productivity - an area in which developing countries have further to go than developed ones. The benefits of mobile phones are not just economic; there are political and social (governance) advantages too. Again, these are just a few anecdotal examples, but they illustrate the myriad of unseen ways in which mobile phones are improving peoples’ lives in the developing countries in particular.

According an IT journal named id21 insights, its publication of September 2007 averred that mobile ownership brings two types of benefits: incremental benefits improve what people already do – offering them faster and cheaper communication while transformational benefits offer something new-new ways to access services and support livelihood. To date, mobile phones in developing countries are more than just a fixed-line alternative; however, policies and strategies have recognized that they are also communications on the move (mobile), multi-functional and cross-functional. The implication of all these cannot be understood simply by generalizing from the past research on ICTs. Governments and others need to build specific knowledge about the new capabilities (Richard Heeks et al., 2007). Mobile phones have penetrated the informal sector in developing countries so much that they are helping to reinforce existing structures and inequalities. One thing is very evident that is, mobile applications in developing countries will not be used in the same ways as in developed countries. It has been noted that mobile divide will increase the disparities in society unless new initiatives and innovations, including increasing the affordability of mobile phones help reach those who are currently disconnected (Abijagun et al., 2007).

In 2010 the developing countries accounted for around three-quarter of world’s 4 billion people with mobile phones, according to the ITU-D 2010 reports. With the pervasiveness of the mobile phones to the developing countries, the center of gravity has shifted from the developed to the developing countries. The 3G is the development of new phone-based services, beyond voice calls and basic text messages, which are now becoming feasible because mobile phones are relatively widely available. Their spread in developing countries is not just reshaping the industry but we are advocating that governments use it to change the public service delivery mechanisms for citizens and businesses alike that is the thrust of this paper.

The applications of mobile technologies in many different fields, like e-health, e-learning and, of course, eGovernment and more recently, as mobile is the preferred mode of communication is poised to change the scenarios in the developing countries (Bailard, 2009; Hughes & Lonie, 2007; Karjauoto, 2006).

From the above, it is evident that mobile government (mGovernment) if adopted, given the mobile device antecedents in the developing countries promises to revolutionize public service delivery. This one aspect of governance that is appealing for transformation. Indeed, a large number of initiatives are being explored. But development in most developing countries is still relatively slow - although some countries have taken a fast leap forward. Some other countries are mostly at planning stages. But the potentials are there, and there are also potentials for leaping quickly forward to develop the many useful applications for mobile service initiatives.

The emergence of mobile devices should not only revolutionize the way business is conducted but also transform the delivery mechanism of government services. Quite a number of countries have eGovernment infrastructures having adopted it years back. Since the 1990s, public sector organizations across the globe have been applying internet technology and other ICTs in innovative ways to deliver services, and improve efficiency: set of practices commonly known as electronic government (Silavana et al, 2008).
Most people often use the term government and governance interchangeably in contexts and have resulted into misapprehensions but for the purpose of this paper, Kumar et al., 2007 define government “as an institutional superstructure that society uses to translate politics into policies and legislation”. While they aver that governance is the outcome of the interaction of government, public service, and citizens throughout the political process, program design policy development, and service delivery. Kumar et al. conclude that “governments are specialized institutions that contribute to governance” and that “governance is the outcome of politics, policies, and programs”.

As the lead quote from Kumar et al, the perception of eGovernment is “the use of ICT by governments to exchange information and services with citizens, businesses, and other arms of government”. Similar definitions abound among which are eGovernment is the use of ICTs to improve public service delivery. Heeks, 2000; Trimi et al. state that eGovernment is the use of wired internet technology buy public sector organizations to better deliver services and improve their efficiency (Trimi et al., 2008); Holden et al. state that eGovernment is the use of ICTs in government operations, so that government services are provided electronically 24X7(Holden et al., 2003). Carroll(2005) state that eGovernment refer to activities at federal, regional and local government levels, and that it may also refer to internal activities with government, and external relations. According to Ntaliani, eGovernment is rapidly becoming one of government’s critical means for the provision of seamless services for public agencies, businesses and citizens to achieve better governance, in some quarters; it is referred to as democratic dividends (Ntaliani, 2008).

An explosion in the use of mobile technologies, such as mobile phones, laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs) to connect to wireless networks has enabled governments to transit from eGovernment to mGovernment (Silavana et al. 2008). Khaled et al., 2008 and M.J. Moon, 2004 both aver that within the context of eGovernment, mGovernment services can offer more access to information and services and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) through wireless communication networks and mobile devices such as pagers, PDAs, cellular phones, and their supporting systems.

Mobile government as the term connotes aims to bring mobility to eGovernment processes. mGovernment is a combination of the two concepts: eGovernment and mobility. The general notion of the term is to make use of mobile technologies in order to enhance existing eGovernment procedures and services. Many scholars perceive mobility differently in the context of eGovernment; hence a more precise definition cannot be overemphasized. In the contribution of Roggenkamp, he states that there are three levels of mobility: device mobility, user mobility and service mobility (Roggenkamp, 2004). mGovernment is defined in various slightly different ways in many publications. An early and often cited definition is an extension or supplement of eGovernment (Kuschchu, 2004). mGovernment is the strategy and its implementation for providing information and services to government employees, citizens, businesses and other organizations through mobile devices,(Kuschchu et al. and Lee et al., 2006).

From the above definitions, what we can deduce is that mGovernment creates and guarantees mobility and portability for the public, business, and government. Besides, it is convenient in accessing information, real-time, and in turn, creates further advanced eGovernment services, (Young et al., 2004).

The potential for mGovernment in developing countries, however remains largely unexploited, even though, governments in developing countries are increasingly making efforts to expand mobile networks infrastructure to provide more access to information and services for citizens through wireless devices. Attempts to integrate eGovernment processes with mobile devices into governmental services have already been made soon as the first generation of mobile phones captured the market.

With the recent technological advances in mobile technologies and the resulting rise of smartphones, mGovernment has become a hot topic of interest and is currently subject to several projects and activities in developing countries. This development brings about considerable changes in the ways
public administration provides information and delivers services to citizen, businesses, and other public administration systems. Mobile tools are being introduced in most developing countries enabling the strengthening of the existing public administration services and the activation of innovative ones. Mobile technologies tools are expected to provide ubiquitous, seamless, user-centric, and automated application of internet technology to public administration services and to enhance the ties among citizens, businesses, and government (Alberto Asquer; IGI Global, 2011).

Interestingly, globalization, localization, and information revolution are empowering citizens to demand for citizen-centric public service delivery from their governments. Such a focus on government performance is expected to yield improved delivery of and access to government information and services in developing countries according to the World Bank Report on Public Service delivery, 2005.

One basic purpose of this paper is to emphasize the importance and relevance of mGovernment by discussing its various advantages, different potentials as well as raise awareness for developing countries to see the capabilities to enhance governments’ administrative and procedures for easy dispensation.

2.0 Literature Overview

In the recent years, several studies and white papers on mGovernment have been published in different countries and by various scholars. In consideration of the fact the term mGovernment is currently a topical issue and it has even become a buzzword all over the world. It is therefore less surprising that a lot of scientific and non-academic literature has been published on this topic. This section introduces some relevant studies, articles, and scientific papers on mGovernment that have been published in the past years Several studies and white papers on mGovernment have been published in different countries and by various authors.

2.1 The concept of Public Private Partnership (PPP)

The concept of PPP originates from USA, as joint public-and-private sector funding for educational program, and then in 1950s it referred to similar funding for utilities, but has come into wider use since the 1960s (Gbolagade Abiola et al., 2011). The model describes a government service or private business venture which is funded and operated through partnership of government and one or more private sector companies. It should be noted that Government contributions to a PPP may also be in kind. The objectives of PPP is to contribute to the economic integration, accelerates economic growth and sustainable development, engenders and sustains private sector in traditional public sector projects, and expand local access to international markets.

This paper discusses the adoption of mGovernment from slightly different point of view but none to our best of knowledge has discussed on the model. PPP is defined as the cooperation of some sort jointly developing products and services and sharing risks, cost and resources (Van Ham and Koppenjan, 2001). It has been viewed as a contract with no room for short-term (Broadbent and Leaughlin 2003, Carr 19998 and Bouvalrd 2004). But Statton 1989 define the model as a business and nonprofit sector in a private sector for risk sharing and for mutual production of doods or services. This definition is consistent with Salamon, 1995. The PPP has been seen as a tool of governance and management; a tool for financial arrangement; as a development strategy as well as a language game (Hodge and Greve 2007; Holland 1984; Huxham 1996; Klijin and Teisman 2004 and 2005; Stratton 1989; Cillin 1998; William 1997; WorldBank 1999; Agere 2000; Paoletto 2000; Osborne 2001, Savas 2000; Teisman and Klijin 2002, Hodge and Greve 2005). The PPP has been developed to cope with the lack of budget and to improve public service quality through creativity and competitiveness of private sectors (Byungwoo, 2010). There is plenty of research on PPP models because the content of the model is being changed frequently to prevailing circumstances of each country and the size of project (Shin (2006); VicKerman (2003); Herpen,(2002) . One thing that can be observed from the fore goings is that it aims to reduce pressure on government budgets due to using private finance for infrastructure and also better value for money in the provision of public service infrastructure. To reduce similar infrastructural gap, some other developing countries have adopted Public Private Partnerships (PPP)
(The World Bank, 2006). The model being a contractual agreement and collaboration formed between a public agency and private sector is currently being used to leverage government funding and operations.

These partnership models had for some time been employed to deliver on priority economic infrastructure projects such as roads, hospitals, ports, eGovernment in Nigeria (NeGest 2008) and now this paper advocating for the PPP model for mGovernment services in developing countries given the model antecedents. It is not only about funding; it provides an arrangement whereby private investors not only share gross returns or/and profit with Government, they also share losses and risks involved and to mitigate against these they (the private partners) get involved with training of government staff, general capacity building within the Agencies and transformation of an entire Agency (NeGest 2008).

In fact, in order to ensure sustainability, the terms of the PPPs stipulate that the shares of the Government Agencies in the profits be ploughed back for capacity building, enhancement of back-end resources within the agencies (Agunloye, 2008).

Recourse to PPPs is, indeed, often motivated by public sector’s objective to attract private capital towards infrastructure financing, so as to complement or substitute for limited public resources. PPPs may take many different forms, associated to different degrees of involvement of public players. There are many PPP models and they can be diversified by the following functions; design, build, finance, operate, maintain, own, transfer, lease, develop and buy (Menckhoff and Zegras, 1999, Zhang and Kumaraswany, 2011). There are many variations of PPP models (Steinmann, 2007). Most prevalent are Design-Build-Finance-Operate; Build-Operate-Transfer; Build-Own-Operate; Build-Lease-Transfer; Lease-Develop-Operate; Rehabilitate-Operate-Transfer, etc. (Song 2005). Some relevant examples of the model include the CityNet in Amsterdam, the FibreSpeed and Connected Community in the UK, a range of cases in France, the cases of New Zealand (fiber-to-home) with a substantial input of public funds. In New Zealand, the government proposed in 2009 to finance up to 50% of the cost of a new broadband access network (Belloc et al., 2012). In UK, more than 70% PPP projects have been executed. In Korea according to the Korean Development Institute, KDI, (2006) shows several procurement models of PPP projects. Most developing countries do not have the requisite capacity to achieve the huge amounts needed to drive development in all sectors on its own and has thus among other options embarked upon the PPP model to address the challenges constraining the growth of the economy. Governments are ensuring public services are improved in a sustainable way to follow best international practices and achieved through open competition. (Obozuwa, 2010).

There are lots of opportunities the model provides: improving service delivery, improving cost-effectiveness; increasing investment in public infrastructure; reducing public sector risk; delivering capital project faster; improving budget certainty as well as making better use of assets. The model also encourages a “life cycle” approach to planning and budgeting through the use of long-term contracts. It is hope that developing countries would seize the opportunities provided by evolving global partnerships to create enduring public service delivery by taking the mobile technologies advantages.

The white paper “Mobile Government 2010 and Beyond” published by Mobi Solutions Ltd, an Estonian mobile service provider asserts that mGovernment will support and lead to the following future trends: raising efficiency; no citizen left behind; citizen expectations; collaboration; accessibility and broadband availability; multi-channel delivery; digital economy; development of mGovernment in rural areas; location awareness. The white paper also identifies the following challenges: physical limitation; cost; mDigital divide; mobile mindset; privacy and security; big data; resistance to organizational change; technology standard and global standard. The white paper concludes thus: “mobile services are indeed useful to improve government, encourage citizen’s empowerment and build democracy”. It is now unambiguous to state that the functions of mGovernment will reduce previous barriers and therefore, offer equal communication to every member of the community. We can see that the productivity of health system and public service delivery is dependent on ICT and mobile communication industry will soon take advantage. The abilities of mobile phones remain vastly
underused by the average owner and evidently by the government. Mobile applications have yet to really entrench in our lives.

In 2008, the O2 Ireland sponsored study on “mGovernment in Ireland 2008” which was published by iReach, 2008. The paper suggests mGovernment initiatives for the following topics: mVoting; mEducation; mCitizen. The paper concluded that the benefits of both eGovernment and with it mGovernment are added convenience and flexibility for both government and staff and member of the public (iReach,2008). A study by Claire Huijnen on “Mobile tourism and mobile government” published by the European Centre for Digital Communication (ED/DC) in 2006 concluded with the identification of different challenges mGovernment has to overcome. The paper mentions several issues such as infrastructural development, payment infrastructures, privacy and security, legal issues accessibility, and the compatibility of mobile systems with existing eGovernment systems.

A study by Ibrahim Kuschu on “Positive Contribution of Mobile Phones to Society” published by the mobile Government consortium international in 2007 emphasizes the great potential of mGovernment to make valuable contributions to citizens’ welfare. He elucidates that mobile phones help to create an informative, connected, culturally innovative, participative and converging society. Shadi al-khamayseh et al., 2005 identified fourteen success factors of mGovernment by doing an intense literature research. Sandy et al., 2005 introduced a success factor model for mGovernment which aims to assist developers in planning and implementing mGovernment services. They identified and classified success factors into: cost, business re-engineering, education, acceptance, security and access. Karannn and Khoo, 2008 identified infrastructural investment, regulatory and political environment, awareness and acceptance, security and privacy, and equitable acceptance as key success factors for mGovernment.

In another scientific publication, Tarek El-kiki, 2007, reports on the barriers to mGovernment on organizational, technical, infrastructural, government, and social level and provides suggestions how to overcome these issues. Jennie Carroll, 2005 examines identify gaps that government services should satisfied. He avers people using mobile technology depends on their age and other sociocultural factors. He recommends that high user acceptance should be achieved during the design and implementation of mGovernment services. In another development, J.Carroll looks at mGovernment from the users’ perspectives and concludes that mGovernment can mandate the provisioin of services but they cannot mandate their acceptance.

Many have argued that it is too early in the season to consider mGovernment when eGovernment has not even reach maturity. Others are of the opinion that it is inappropriate to seek mGovernment prior to conducting a thorough audit of the transformation that eGovernment has brought in developing countries. mGovernment will depend to a large extent on its potential to optimize eGovernment rather than depreciate efforts gained with eGovernment. Accordingly, there is great need to therefore understand the extent to which mGovernment is a complement, substitute or even distraction to eGovernment.

Governments must now respond to their citizens’ quest for citizen-centric public service delivery by enhancing and capitalizing on the opportunities of the mobile technologies. mGovernment initiative though is an ambitious initiative that will deliver better services to meet the social, health and economic needs of the citizens should be convenient and accessible as services provided by the likes of banks, airlines and hotels according to the Integrated Public Service delivery(White Paper 2010). Within this context therefore, this paper presents the concept of mGovernment in the developing countries taking cognizance of the pervasiveness of the mobile technologies; identify the high impact services as well as transition along the trajectory of emerging innovative business models in providing mobile services. The objectives of this paper are, to present the concept discuss the opportunities of mGovernment to improving the lives of citizens and to identify mobile services and business models that have strategic high impact in developing countries. To achieve the objectives, it is essential to undertake both theoretical and empirical research. The paper will explore the existing technologies and comparative study of mGovernment implementations elsewhere.
This paper is structured as follows: section two presents the overview of mGovernment and mobile services. Section three contains the brief discussion about the mobile communication and business models. Section four presents the opportunities and challenges of the mGovernment in developing countries. Finally, in section five, conclusion and recommendation of this study are presented. We conclude the paper by providing a case for broader perception of mGovernment as means for comprehensive socio-economic development and government information services delivery especially to the marginalized communities.

3.0 Mobile Government

Definitions and Differentiations of mGovernment and eGovernment

The term mGovernment comprises a broad spectrum of services and initiatives. In general, the term mGovernment comprises the term mobility and eGovernment. Kumar et al. have succinctly distinguished between government and governance. According to the distinction they made in their paper {Kumar et al.,2007}” government is an institution superstructure that the society uses to translate politics into policies and legislation” Contrary, they state that “governance is the outcome of the interaction of government, the public service and citizen throughout the political process, policy development, program design and service delivery”. Kumar et al. conclude that “governments are specialized institutions that contribute to governance” and that governance is the outcome of politics, policies and programs. mGovernment seeks to promote some ubiquitous access to government information and services.

mGovernment and eGovernment are not two distinct entities. Kumar at al. refer to eGovernment as the “government’s use of ICT to exchange information and services with citizens, businesses, and other arms of government”. Similar definitions of eGovernment can be found in other mGovernment related publications as well. Just for an example, Silvana et al.,2008, state that eGovernment refers to the use of wired internet technology by public sector organization to better deliver their services and improve their efficiency”. Holden et al., 2003, state that the conception of eGovernment generally refers to the use of ICTs in government operations, so that government services are provided electronically 24X7. It is evident from this definition that Holden et al. include one of the benefits of eGovernment into its definition, namely the theoretical permanent availability of services. Carroll,2005, adds to Holden et al. definition that eGovernment may refer to activities at federal, regional and local government levels” and that it also refer to internal activities (within government), and external relations”. From the above definitions of eGovernment as posited by many authors in their publication, they differ slightly but have common consent in that it refers to the provision of information and services by government using ICTs. One thing is clear here, there is no limitation to the use of technology.

mGovernment aims to bring mobility to eGovernment processes . Roggenkamp, 2004 reflects upon the mobility. He states that there are basically three levels of mobility: social level of mobility, a physical level of mobility, and virtual mobility being added by the introduction of ICTs. Additionally, Roggenkamp further defines three different types of mobility into device mobility, user mobility and service mobility. He also provides a very important distinction between “wireless” and “mobile”. While mobile basically means the ability to communicate anytime and anywhere (ubiquitous) “wireless” just refers to the fact that a device is without wires. For succinctness, a PC being connected wirelessly to a WLAN is still not able to provide the same degree of mobility as a smartphone.

From the above background, one thing that is clear is that mGovernment is a combination of the two concepts of eGovernment and mobility that have been described and defined in the above paragraphs. mGovernment is therefore the provision of mobility to the existing eGovernment procedures and services and to develop new mobile approaches in the field of application, {Thomas Zefferer, 2011}. mGovernment service initiative is underpinned by a common purpose to improved public service delivery targeting a specific issue or problem that are “fit-for-purpose” in other words to make citizens’ dealing with governments easier,( Peppers&Rogers groups,2010). There is no gainsaying the fact that the intention of mGovernment is quite intuitive. It has been defined differently in many publications.
Kuschu et al. who claimed that mGovernment may be defined as a strategy and its implementation involving the utilization of all kinds of wireless and mobile technology, services, applications and devices for improving benefits to the parties involved in eGovernment including citizen, businesses and all government units’. Antovski et al., 2005, provide a rather loose definition of mGovernment. They simply state that “mGovernment is largely a matter of getting public sector IT systems geared to interoperability with citizen’s mobile services”. This definition is corroborated by Carroll 2005. In contrast, Misra, 2010, provides a short and concise definition of mGovernment by stating that “mGovernment is public service delivery including transaction on mobile devices like mobile phones, pagers, and PDAs”.

This paper will further reiterate that although several slightly different definitions of mGovernment can be found in extant literature, there is common consent that mGovernment is a subset of or complement to eGovernment. mGovernment is no replacement or successor of eGovernment; it aims to enhance existing eGovernment services using mobile technologies and to extend the set of offered services (Kushchu et al ; Thomas Zeffferer 2011). In another development, Misra, 2010 provides another perspective that we are currently in the third phase of the development of web-based eGovernment which is technology inspired and called mGovernment. Kumar et al alluded to this fact that mGovernment is a technology–specific sub-category of eGovernment.

There are almost as many slightly differing definitions of mGovernment as there are publications on this topic. However, two main principles have been seen as common consent: mGovernment denotes the utilization of mobile technologies for electronic governmental services, as well as the development of new approaches using mobile approaches; mGovernment is a subset or extension of eGovernment. mGovernment is no successor of or replacement for classical eGovernment approaches but aims to enrich the set of offered electronic governmental services by means of mobile technologies.

Like eGovernment, mGovernment operates on four different levels of interactions as identified in the figure 1 below.

![mGovernment Interactions Diagram](image_url)

Figure 1. mGovernment interactions

mG2C: refers to the interactions between government to citizen

mG2B: describing the interaction of government with business

mG2E: concerning the interaction between government and to its employee

mG2G: referring to interaction to inter-agency relationships and the interactions between governmental agencies.

Presently, the most common interaction is mG2C Ntaliana, (2008). Therefore this paper focuses on mG2C interaction which enables ubiquitous citizen-centric public service delivery from government. According to Ntaliana, 2008, mGovernment services can provide particular support and solutions for citizen, as follows:
Mobility and ubiquity. The major advantage of mGovernment is mobility, namely the ability to reach citizen anywhere and anytime.

Provision of location-based government services. The ability to determine a person’s exact physical location and provide location based services creates new opportunities.

On-time information delivery. Real-time connection and fast access.

Ease of use. Enhanced level of customization and personalization of mobile devices.

Improving emergency management.

It is evident that mGovernment is a promising solution for overcoming administrative inefficiency and helping rural citizens and businesses, because they are far off the decision and policy making hubs. mGovernment is aimed at transforming public service delivery but it requires careful planning from the government side, not just enthusiasm for technology. It is evident that mobile communication technologies are the key catalyst for transformational change that is citizen-centric. We shall see that this initiative requires separate strategies according to Kuschu et al and Misra 2010. The strategies needed to be developed: an infrastructure strategy, a user/customer strategy and organizational change strategy. They both emphasized the need for pragmatic planning on the side of government organizations and that technology was not the focus of planning, but the end user, be it worker or citizen.

4. Theoretical framework and Techniques

Studies have attempted to identify the reasons for the delay in adopting of mGovernment in developing countries and found that it was caused by a number of factors, including not knowing that it can be accessed (Horrigan and Murray, 2006), the lack of relevant contents and services (Wilhelm, 2003). Additionally, many studies have dealt with the infrastructure placing emphasis on both availability and policy matters (Gorp, Maitland, & Hanekop, 2006; Preston et al., 2007).

Arguably, the classical diffusion of mobile technologies is too simple to account for all the complexity that surrounds an innovation such as mobile services (Leeuwis, 2004). In fact, research suggests that the penetration and diffusion of mobile technologies is not a consequence of a single action or factor but of interplay between factors and approaches (Mahler & Roggers, 1999; Trkman, Jerman Blazik, & Turk, 2008).

In a comparative case study between developed countries, Lee and Chan Olmsted (2004) found the main difference to be grounded in policy supporting technology and consumer demand. In this case, only desk materials of governmental publications, press reports and online documents were examined (Lee & Chan-Olmsted 2004).

This paper will make developing countries desiring to adopt mGovernment to provide citizen-centric public service delivery the primary concern of the study. The research question is as follows: what are the reasons or motivations for governments of developing countries want to adopt mGovernment? Because only little research currently exists in the field, there is a need for an enriched theoretical approach aimed at empirically examining the relationship between eGovernment and mGovernment and the interpretation of benefits. Second research question is the following: How can knowledge about the motivation and needs of mGovernment be utilized in an effort to achieve a citizen-centric public service delivery and with a sustainable business model? This paper extends the existing knowledge of eGovernement by offering a systematic analysis of it and the presence of mobility effect of mGovernment.

The paper draws on concepts from multiple theoretical perspectives using the theory of diffusion and Grounded theory (GT) to empirically understand the proposition of the new initiative. This is because
GT focuses on basic social processes toward service delivery as well as explores the contextual factors affecting citizens’ in terms of service delivery (Crook, 2001; Glaser, 1978 and Dey, 1999). Citizens want product or and service as means to reach some desired benefits or consequences at their earliest convenience, which in turn are determined by their social values. The faster citizens get government information and service the better they become. Hence the string of engagement from service attributes to consequences to personal values (Gutman, 1982).

To assess the theoretical rate of diffusion in relation to mobile technologies, the laddering technique is applied (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988). Laddering is a semi structured interview that gives the respondent the opportunity to explain in his/her own words why and how something is of importance to him or her. It follows that a vital part of the interviewing processing or service under study, which case is mGovernment adoption. This approach is in accordance with GT (Glasser & Strauss, 1967). The mobile technologies and existing eGovernment infrastructures in developing countries are conducted using snowballing, that is selecting key infrastructures, government determination to provide service delivery to its citizen and processing important knowledge (e.g., Glasser and Strauss, 1967). We are looking at basic social processes (Crook, 2001). We explored the integral social relationships and behaviours of citizens with respect to mobile technologies as well as took cognizance of citizens act toward things on the basis of meaning (social interactions) (Glasser, 1978; Blumer, 1962). We are not oblivious of the many versions of GT (Bey, 1999); the qualitative research point of view is anchored on the basis of Strauss and Corbin (1990) whereas, the need for social processes (Charmaz, 1995, 2002), considering the mobile boom as a phenomenon we took the extant literature as data (Glasser 1992).

From the perspective of GT, the motive that exists for government of developing countries to adopt mGovernment, can be structured into codes: Values; Consequences and Attributes. The first motivational pattern to be identified is clustered around the social ties and community and involves the trajectory to improved service delivery mechanism, improved information and services among government, businesses and citizens.

The second motivational pattern relates to activity and innovation. It has provided spin-off in terms of more participation of people in governance (consequence of social tie). A third motivational pattern is connectional stability in relation to value of innovation; anywhere and anytime. A fourth motivational pattern is clustered around the perception of transparency, convenience, and saving time. The final motivation for mGovernment as seen from GT is that of value equality, belonging, and to a lesser degree economics. The thematic analysis using the GT from the above provides evidence for the developing countries for further nuancing of reason to adopt mGovernment.

In developing countries, mobile is clearly dominating; fixed telephone lines remain the exception and penetration is at 3 per 100 inhabitants, by far the lowest in the world. Hence, the uptake of fixed broadband is likely be dominated by mobile broadband. The falling prices and the availability of 3G and the likes of 4G and LTE are expected to change this over the coming years according to ITU-D, 2011 reports. Kuschu et al., 2003 and Lallan, 2009 averred that mGovernment is particularly suited for developing countries where internet access rates are low but mobile phone penetration is growing at an exponential rate. Therefore, in developing countries, where eGovernment applications have faced difficulties, the majority of the population lives in rural areas, and infrastructures are not well developed; mGovernment is the best solution in delivering government services to rural communities.

Government in developing countries can start implementing mGovernment in three different phases. Firstly, application should be developed to reach citizens in time of crisis such earthquakes. This could be from government to citizens in one way-fashion. Secondly, more interactive mGovernment application can be developed to allow citizens’ participation in government activities. Thirdly, highly interactive mGovernment applications can be developed as contended in Farshid Ghyasi, 2009.

Three approaches are achievable from the mGovernment model shown above; Government independently launches mGovernment services using the gateway of Telcos’. The second approach although similar to the first, except that the mGovernment service is provided through portals of
Telcos’. The third approach involves the exclusive usage of Government gateway designed for mGovernment services, as an integrated service channel, Kim et al., 2004. This approach is consistent with some extant literature that discuss privacy and security of government information Karan et al., 2008 and also consistent with of Al-khamayseh et al., 2005 but differs from them in important ways. Whereas Kim et al advocate for government entire ownership as it were, we argue that public private partnership (3Ps) model could be used to make up for budgetary pressures of many governments as a result of growing demand of services, (Wong, 2006; McQuaaid 2000; Kernaghan, 1993; Kouwen Hoven, 1993). Since the aftermath of the economic recession of the 1990s, countries of the EU have increasingly been reforming their public services and discussing alternative to meeting the future public service to their citizen (Bode, 2006, EC, 2004, Ec2003, HM Treasury, 2003, Piekkola, 3003).

According to the Worldbank, 2007, benefits of the 3Ps model are evidently convincing as in increasing efficiency in the execution of service, enhancing implementation capacity, risk reduction and mobilizing financial resources (Yliherva, 2006; Demirage et al., 2004, Brunila et al., 2003; CIC, 2000). Now Public Private Partnership (PPP) has become a favorite tool for providing public services and developing society in both developed and developing countries.

At the most general level Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) are generally recognized as long term cooperative institutional arrangements between public and private sectors to achieve various purposes. There is a wide range of PPPs with diverse features and involved in different activities. However, very few people agree on what exactly a PPP is and what is its definition. There is no precise and widely accepted definition of PPP and the concept of PPP is still contested. PPPs are viewed from different angles. These include as a way of managing and governing organizations, as an institutional arrangement for financial relationship, as a development strategy, and also as a language game Khanom, 2009.

The review of different definitions indicates that there is no precise agreed definition of PPP. The World Bank’s definition of PPP is closely aligned to that of the Asia Development Bank Institution (2000). The World Bank (1999) defines PPP as ‘joint initiatives of the public sector in conjunction with the private, for profit and not-for-profit sectors’, also referred to as the government, business and civic organizations. Public funds may also be involved in the creation of PPP, although they do not constitute an essential element on these agreements. Recourse to PPPs is indeed, often motivated by the public sector’s objective to attract private capital towards infrastructure financing, so as to complement or substitute for the limited public resources. PPPs may take many different forms, associated to different degrees of involvement of public players. In some cases, often denominated Private Finance Initiatives or Design-Build-finance-Operate (DBFC), financial resources are predominantly of a private nature. In other cases, the presence of public capitals is more substantial. This is the case for PPPs in the form of Design-Build-Operate (DBO), Build-Operate and Transfer (BOT), Build and Transfer (BT), Build-Rent and Transfer (BRT) (Bellloc et al., 2012; Herpen, 2002; Shin, 2006; Vickerman, 2003; Song, 2005; Allen, 2001; Menckhoff and Zegras, 1999; Zhang and Kumaraswamy, 2001). Relevant examples of the adoption of PPPs include the experience of CityNet in Amsterdam, the experience of FibreSpeed and Connected Community in the UK, a range of cases in France, where a specific legal framework has been set in place and, more recently, the case of New Zealand and Australia, where government has adopted plans to institute PPPs for deployment of fiber networks of an FTTH type (Fiber-to-the-Home) with a substantial input of the public funds.

According to Carroll 2005, there are many drivers that contribute to the genesis of mobile government. The drivers include wireless technology evolution and the need for more effectiveness and efficiency in government service delivery as the main drivers. Similarly, Oakland County (2005) and Sandy and McMillan (2005) both posited that the number of mobile phones and more recently smart devices are escalating swiftly and making mobile devices/ phones the most common communication devices on earth.

4.1 Case studies
There are a lot of practical mGovernment projects and initiatives from all over the world. Schol et al. (2006) introduce City of Seattle’s Mobile City Government Project. Bremer et al., (2006) introduce an SMS based mGovernment initiative in Mexico City. They report on results and achieved benefits for the citizens.

In Torino and Italy, Carcillo et al., (2006) present a location service for mGovernment solutions to provide citizens and tourists with relevant information on their location. Chatzinotas et al., (2006) provides a case study of an mGovernment portal called Agroportal. The paper concludes with a list of security guidelines and policies, which should be followed by users in order to avoid security attacks.

The case of Macedonia is very interesting as presented by Antovski et al., (2005). They conclude that citizen should be carefully educated in order to feel comfortable with mGovernment (advocacy). This is also consistent with Antovski et al., 2006 in their publication of mGov: The Evolution Method in which they stress the need to encourage citizens to access the new mobile and wireless public electronic services. Below are figures showing how mobile technologies are in the increase in developing countries.
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**Key Global Telecom Indicators for the World Telecommunication Service Sector in 2011**  
(all figures are estimates)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Developed nations</th>
<th>Developing nations</th>
<th>Africa</th>
<th>Arab States</th>
<th>Asia &amp; Pacific</th>
<th>CIS</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>The Americas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile cellular subscriptions (millions)</td>
<td>5.981</td>
<td>1.451</td>
<td>4.520</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>2.857</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 100 people</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>117.8%</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>73.9%</td>
<td>142.0%</td>
<td>119.5%</td>
<td>103.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed telephone lines (millions)</td>
<td>1.159</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 100 people</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>49.8%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active mobile broadband subscriptions (millions)</td>
<td>1.186</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 100 people</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed broadband subscriptions (millions)</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 100 people</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: International Telecommunication Union (November 2011)*

Fig 8. World Telecom Indicators for the World telecom Service in 2011.
In Beijing, China, Song, 2005 concludes that the success of mGovernment requires organizational changes and the re-engineering of common processes. Besides, “in being mobile, we should think beyond the potential of the mobile technology alone, rather we should think more about the meaning of mGovernment as reshaping of government itself”. According to Ovum mobile voice and data forecast for 2011-2016 of January 2012 reports that mobile connections would surpass the overall human population by 2014.

In the Middle East, several publications have been made. For instance, Naqvi et al., 2005 report on mGovernment initiatives in Oman. In a recent publication in Alrazooqi et al., 2010 focus on the situation in Dubai and propose an mGovernment solution for Dubai government. It is evident from the foregoing that mGovernment is actually a hot topic in the world. Given the ongoing developments and the phenomenal growth in mobile technologies, this trend is most likely to continue during the next years, hence the need for developing countries to take advantage.

4.2 mGovernment Adoption Framework

![mGovernment Adoption model](source: Kim et al 2004)

Three approaches are achievable from the mGovernment model shown above: Government independently launches mGovernment services using the gateway of Telcos’. The second approach although similar to the first, except that the mGovernment service is provided through portals of Telcos’. Over the years, the telecoms industry has significantly boosted the receipts of many government agencies through various services. The third approach involves the exclusive usage of Government gateway designed for mGovernment service. The objective of creating the mobile service delivery gateway (MSDG) is to put in place government-wide shared infrastructure and services to enable rapid development, mainstreaming and deployment of m-Government services. It will enhance interoperability across various public services as well as reduce the total cost of operation of m-Governance services by providing a common pool of resources aggregating the demand for communication and existing e-Government services, and act as a platform for various Government Departments and Agencies to test, rapidly deploy, and easily maintain m-Governance services across the country. The infrastructure should be based on open standards (to ensure interoperability of apps across operating systems and devices).

Eternally
Fig. 10. mGovernment deployment Phase / stages

The diagram above shows how mGovernment can be deployed effectively and efficiently in three different phases: phases 1-applications to reach out to citizens, phase 2-applications to encourage citizens and phases 3-application that requires simple transactions. Given the fact that majority of citizens now have mobile devices and are ideally suited as alternative access and delivery channels for public services. It is important to mention here that m-Governance is currently evolving, not only in developing countries but also in the developed world. The success of the proposed initiative on m-Government will greatly depend upon the ability of the Governments to provide frequently needed public services to the citizens, create infrastructure for ubiquitous mobile-based services, adopt appropriate open standards, develop suitable technology platforms, make the cost of services affordable, and create awareness, if all these are done then an inclusive delivery of public service to citizen would have realized.

Starting with SMS based mGovernment would have a strategic role in developing countries. It has been reported that providing public services through the SMS channel has significantly reduced time, and cost; introduced a cheaper, easier and faster information-accessing channel; improved transparency, accountability, communication, and relationship between government and citizens; made services and procedures easier for the citizens; improved the district political image; engaged more people and increased citizen participation (Susanto et al., 2010; Lallana,2004;Rannu and Semevsky,2005;Bremer and Prado,2006).

4.3 mGovernment in Developing Countries

The high penetrations of mobile technologies in the developing countries are the keys to the potentials of mGovernment. Most citizens have mobile devices with them all the time and are much more accessible medium. According to the World bank report on developing countries published in 2012, a developing country is one in which the majority lives on far less money—with far fewer basic public services—than the population in highly industrialized countries. Five million of the world's 6 billion people live in developing countries where incomes are usually under $2 per day and a significant portion of the population lives in extreme poverty (under $1.25 per day). In addition, the relatively lower cost of mobile device technology versus internet technology has drastically lowered the entry barriers to citizen in developing countries to be connected to government services. Mobile phones allow citizen to get access to government services virtually in any place covered by a mobile network. From the above scenario, a developing country may be one:

- That is largely rural or with a population that is migrating to poorly equipped cities, with a low-performing economy that is based primarily on agriculture and where non-agricultural jobs are scarce and low-paying;
- Where the populace is often hungry and sorely lacks education, where there is a large knowledge gap and technological innovation is scarce;
- Where health and education systems are poor and/or lacking and where transportation, potable water, power and communications infrastructure is also scarce;
Where the amount of government debt is unsustainable;

Where the land mass, population, and domestic markets are small and far disbursed, often on remote islands or in island groups, susceptible to natural disasters, with limited institutional capacity, limited economic diversification; and/or

Where government has collapsed and armed conflict has left a fragile state with weak institutions and policies, either unwilling or unable to provide basic social services, especially for the poor. It is estimated that a third of people living in absolute poverty around the world live in fragile states in a vicious cycle of poverty and conflict.

Zhu et al.,2006 corroborated that there are significant differences between developed countries and developing countries in size, and time interval of adoption of new communication technologies. They found that the rate of adoption of mobile technologies in developing countries is higher than developed countries Rogers (1983), Bass (1969), and Mahajan et. al,1990. In other words, the size of early adopters in developing countries is larger than that in developed countries. Some of the attractive features that prompt shift towards mGovernment in developing countries include but not limited to the following:

- Number of mobile users and increasing penetration of mobile devices
- Mobiles connecting people to the internet
- Mobility
- Inclusiveness and Remote area access. Mobile phones, can reach those areas where infrastructure necessary for internet services or wired phone services is difficult to setup. In the developing countries mobile government applications have become a key method to reaching citizens in far and wide areas and promoting exchange of communication. Most importantly in countries with insufficient telecom infrastructures and greater acceptance of mobile phones, the ability of reaching rural areas may be considered as an important feature of mGovernment. Mobile technologies increasing inclusion of the most marginalized people in the society.
- Low cost: Mobile devices are relatively low cost technology, which the common people can afford to have as compared to Internet technology
- Ease of learning: Usage of mobile devices is fairly simple thus making it easy for any common person to use it and to access information and service.
- Easy Infrastructure setup: Mobile technologies can be easily installed in countries where infrastructure is an issue and less economic constraint.
- Improvement on eGovernment effort: Government is not a replacement to eGovernment but complementary to it. Also, it helps in expanding the scope of eGovernance in the areas like eDemocracy, eParticipation, eVoting and many other forms of communication between the citizen and the government Rinku Dixit, 2009.

According to Lallan, (2009), mGovernment can be applied to four main purposed such as mServices, mCommunications, mAdministration and mDemocracy in the public sector. Some literature have categorize the applications into two domains such as back-office and front-office applications, and four interactions as seen in figure 1. The back-office applications are focused on the use of wireless/mobile technologies in intra/inter government affairs (mG2E, mG2G) to enhance government productivity and to save cost. The second domain, front-office applications are focused on the use of wireless/mobile technologies to provide information and services for citizens baseness (mG2c,mG2B). For developing countries, SMS based mGovernment allows more people to access and to use mGovernment services.
In the Philippines, for example, people prefer to contact their government using the SMS based channel rather than Internet (Lallana, 2004). Corroborating this fact, Susanto and Godwin (2006) contended that SMS based mGovernment should become a front-line system for delivering mGovernment services in developing countries.

4.4 Classification of mGovernment services

We have seen from the paper that most definitions of mGovernment are rather loose and comprise a wide spectrum of mobile governmental applications and initiatives. We shall describe some of the most important classification approaches that can be found in extant literature.

User interface: The possible approach on user interface was given by Misra, 2010. He distinguishes between web-based mGovernment services and non-web mGovernment. He asserted that web-based services are known as eGovernment. The reduced screen size and limited input capabilities often make interaction with web sites through mobile web browser troublesome. mGovernment services in developing countries are currently relying on short text message service (SMS) only and can thus be classified as non-web mGovernment. While classical eGovernment services mainly rely on web technologies, mGovernment services usually make use of a broader spectrum of technologies being available on mobile phones. Hence, a classification of mGovernment services according to their user interface technology seems thus reasonable (Zefferer, 2011).

Participants: Another often followed strategy to classify mGovernment services is according to the participants being involved in the particular service or procedure. According to Mobi solutions, (2010), the types of participants existing in mGovernment ecosystem where indicated and their possible relations between the different parties were shown as in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Citizen</th>
<th>Tourist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>G2G</td>
<td>G2B</td>
<td>G2C</td>
<td>G2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen</td>
<td>C2G</td>
<td>C2B</td>
<td>C2C</td>
<td>C2T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Classification according to participants.

From the above table, the core field of application is the communication with direction to citizen (citizen-centric public service delivery). In contrast, less potential is expected for citizen-initiated communications. This table has been extended by Kumar et al. to include government to its employees (G2E). Yoojung et al., (2004) also classified mGovernment services in the same terrain.

4.5 Type of transaction

Another key property of mGovernment service is the type of transaction that is carried out within an mGovernment process. According to Norris et al., 2005 there are three different types of transaction in eGovernment. This classification has also been adopted in mGovernment services by several scholars for instance in Hassan et al., 2009 and Sheng et al., 2008. Informational transactions; transactional services and operational services were identified.

Purpose
Another possible classification of mGovernment services can be applied according to the services’ intended purpose. Zalesak, 2003 has identified four main purposes for mGovernment in the public sector.

- **mCommunication** aims to improve the communication between governments and citizens. This particularly for developing countries, reaching citizens is often difficult for government. Mobile devices and appropriate mGovernment services allow governments to easier get in contact with their citizens.

- **mServices** basically comprise mTransactions and mPayment. This allow processing of transaction between citizens and governments.

- **mDemocracy** comprises initiatives to improve the democratic participation of citizens using mobile devices. Lallana, 2009 emphasizes the importance of mGovernment for democracy in one of his numerous publications. Lallana asserted that mGovernment can strengthen existing democracies by enhancing existing institutions and that mGovernment can help create a more vibrant civil society.

- **mAdministration** aims to improve internal governmental operations within and between public authorities and agencies.

Another interesting approach to classify mGovernment services has been introduced in ICDT, 2007. The authors claim that there are two phases in the development of mGovernment services and propose to classify services according to the phase to which they belong: provision through mobile devices and provision of services which are only possible through wireless and mobile infrastructure. This according to ICDT, 2007 is actually the more crucial phase in the development of mGovernment.

mGovernment initiatives in some developed countries are prompted by demands for a more responsive government, government all over the world have recognized the potential of mobile technology and are constantly exploring the potential utility and feasibility of mGovernment. However, mGovernment development worldwide has been uneven. This is attributed to two factors: the development level of existing eGovernment and mobile technologies. Several factors too are fueling the demand for mobile services as it were: the penetration of mobile technology and the relative low cost of entry into mobile connectivity; the convergence of wired internet and telecom network, allowing information once only available on a computer to be received through mobile phones.; and the shift towards higher data transfer rates and 3G services which promises to make more information available as faster speeds, mGovWorld reports 2007. We have repeatedly mentioned that mGovernment is a value added of eGovernment and therefore it will be more advanced wherever a solid foundation of eGovernment exists, for example, in developed countries. The mobile technologies are quite advanced (such as 3G wireless, 4G/ LTE) , cost-effective, and widely used in developed countries Silvana et al., 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Traditional Government</th>
<th>Electronic Government</th>
<th>Mobile Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principle</td>
<td>Bureaucratic process</td>
<td>Progress reengineering (internet)</td>
<td>Seamless integration and linkages wireless devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service time</td>
<td>8Hrs, 5Days a Week</td>
<td>24/7</td>
<td>24/7/365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service location</td>
<td>In-person-visit, fax, phone</td>
<td>Home or office using the internet</td>
<td>Anywhere anywhere(ubiquitous )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service form</td>
<td>Several visit to offices</td>
<td>Multi-clicks to web portal</td>
<td>One time access to needed service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The diagram below shows a comparative understanding of various types of Government.
4.6 mGovernment initiatives in some Countries

The steadily increasing worldwide popularity of mobile phones and related mobile technologies has paved the way for various mGovernment initiatives and activities all over the world. A selected of successful mGovernment projects is presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Government Agencies</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mG2C</td>
<td>SMS Alerting services</td>
<td>Hong Kong Mobile phones during emergency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMS/ BankID- PKI</td>
<td>Norway Online banking processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMS / e-ID / YETUMA</td>
<td>Finland Mobile signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BloodbankSMS</td>
<td>Kenya Blood repository checks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e-ID solution</td>
<td>Estonia To create e-signatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMS Notification</td>
<td>Singapore Providing parking ticket reminders, passport renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMS Notification</td>
<td>Malta Court sittings, Exams results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tax Notification</td>
<td>Norway SMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mG2E</td>
<td>m-Phone</td>
<td>Korea Police officer retrieve information using mobile devices, print ticket on the spot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parking enforcement</td>
<td>Anyang, Korea Parking lot, Print ticket on the spot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m-Local Tax management system</td>
<td>Uijeonbu, Busan Korea Access to tax information, Transfer data to the local</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Shows mGovernment initiatives in some developing countries.

The popularity and the various benefits of mobile services have led to a large number of mGovernment projects and initiatives all over the world. The list of activities introduced above tries to provide an overview of some current activities but is far from being complete. Consequently, some global trend can be observed from the above table. The most relevant are list below:

- One of the most apparent findings is the fact that SMS is still the most important technology in the context of mGovernment application. Modern smartphones offer a broad spectrum of enhanced communication technologies; SMS is still the technology of choice in most mGovernment applications. This development is dominant in developing countries however, in developed countries it is often relied on.
- Honestly speaking, mGovernment initiatives heavily depend on the country and the region, in which they are applied. In developing countries, mGovernment is an opportunity to provide governmental services to those, who have no access to other electronic communication facilities. The wide spread of mobile phones and mobile networks allow for electronic communication channel between government, NGOs, and citizens and thus helps to overcome the digital divide.
- Contrary, in developed countries, mGovernment is mainly used for convenience reasons. Since mobile devices such as smartphones are typically always on, mGovernment services are available to users at any time.
- Although the motives to adopt and use mGovernment services basically differ between developing countries, mGovernment can improve the life of citizen. The analysis done on some case studies on mGovernment initiatives and projects revealed that they could be assigned in classes of service: Health; Education; Agriculture; Security; Financial services; Transport and recently Mobile ID and Mobile Signature.
Governments worldwide have within the last decade come to the realization that ICTs is viable tool that can help them achieve their aims: to deliver efficient and cost effective services to its citizenry, clients and partners. To this end, government in most developed and developing countries of the world are at different stages of adoption and implementation of their chosen mGovernment policies and initiatives in a bid to reform their public sector, and improve on its services deliveries. The reality in developing countries is that most of them are still at infant stages with steep learning curves. It could be argued that a public is an extension of the kind of government that is in power. Hence in some developing countries, their public sectors present a vibrant and supportive ally in governance. It should be noted that government is divided into levels for administrative conveniences toward bring government closer to the governed. In the UK, it is broadly divided into the Central and Local Governments - a two-tier structure. However, in some developing countries like Nigeria, a three-tier structured approach is adopted, namely Federal, State and Local Governments. Circumstantially, different countries do make choice of structure based on their needs and certain political, economic and social dispositions. However, as earlier noted governments greatest desire is to bring governance closer to the governed, while making all government services available and accessible to all; without fear of exclusion of disadvantaged citizens, clients and partners (Peppers&Roggers, 2010; World Bank, 2005; Osita, eGovernment in Nigeria, 2009).

In a bid to bring government and governance to the people, the different tiers of government at one time or the other play complementary roles to ensure that the effects of their policies and initiatives are well received by the citizenry and other stakeholders as well. Not being oblivious of the tiers, a top-bottom approach (model) to mGovernment implementation will serve the purpose of most developing countries given the existing of eGovernment structures. This model is anticipated to bring governance to the people. Governments of developing countries should set the policy and standards. In most developing countries, all the attempts to adopt and implement mGovernment to date have been marred by lack of understanding of what mGovernment is about. Introducing computerization, digitalization, mobile banking e-commerce, epayment etc are not eGovernment / mGovernment in itself but some of the appendages that drives it (World Bank, Public Service Delivery, 2005)

It will be noted that the case studies presented have shown that mGovernment is already an important initiative in many countries. Mobile technologies have proven to be able to significantly contribute to peoples’ welfare. Taking cognizance of the fact that most initiatives we saw from the paper rely on rather simple mobile technologies such SMS, it can be expected that new advanced mobile technologies offered by modern smartphones will lead to improved service. There is no doubt that more sophisticated mGovernment services would be introduced in the nearest future.

Similarly, it can be seen that the list of mGovernment projects given in this paper contains only a small selection of past and current mGovernment projects, it becomes obvious that mGovernment is currently a buzzword all the over world. It is therefore less surprising that a lot of scientific and non-academic studies literature has already been published on the mGovernment. Many developing countries have achieved and are achieving significant developments in mGovernment compared to past years.

4.7 Advantages of mGovernment

According to Carroll, (2006) the advancements in the development of communication networks and mobile devices have enabled mGovernment service initiatives. He also posited that there is need for people to see a personal benefit; otherwise offered services may not be accepted. This calls for a greater sensitization in the context of mGovernment. Citizens need to see an advantage in doing transaction with governmental authorities with their mobile phone instead of using eGovernment based solutions. mGovernment provides several benefits for citizens compared to other approaches. The most important ones have been summarized by Mobi Solutions, (2010) and they are: mobile devices are always carried and always on; evolution in mobile technology promises more innovative services; mGovernment is the new frontier in public service delivery; SMS contribute to the use of eGovernment; mobile communications bring change in the efficiency of government work; mobile industry and services revolutionize social and economic development; marketplace of mobile, active
mobile web users and spenders is growing; SMS makes healthcare more flexible; students prefer SMS for communicating.

The World Bank and its technology entrepreneurship and innovation programme, infoDev, report that nearly five-billion of the mobile subscriptions were in developing countries. It also report that in developing countries, citizens are increasingly using mobile phones to create new livelihoods and enhance their lifestyles, while governments are using them to improve service delivery and citizen feedback mechanisms. The World Bank Sustainable Development VP Rachel Kyte asserted that mobile communications offer major opportunities to advance human and economic development – from providing basic access to health information to making cash payments, spurring job creation, and stimulating citizen involvement in democratic processes. The challenge according to him now is to enable people, businesses, and governments in developing countries to develop their own locally-relevant mobile applications so they can take full advantage of these opportunities. The reports further emphasized the role of governments in enabling mobile application development and delivery of citizen-centric public services.

4.8 Factors affecting the implementation of mGovernment in developing countries:

Even though mGovernment may be seen as an extension of eGovernment services, existence of eGovernment services is not a prerequisite for deployment of mGovernment services. The mobile-based innovative public services to be deployed under this scenario are aimed at extending the access of public services to the vast majority of the society who are unable or unwilling to access public services through internet or those which simply prefer to use mobile devices. The key objective of mGovernment initiatives is to enhance the bottom-up participation and empower all the citizens by bring public services closer home to the populace.

Governments should undertake awareness creation and capacity building exercises for according greater visibility to the Mobile Government initiative amongst stakeholders and potential beneficiaries across Government, business, and Civil Society.

Regardless of all the benefits we have stressed above, there exist challenges which need to be handled during its implementation. The challenges include but not limited to the following: interoperability; privacy and security; people’ readiness; standards, power limitation of the mobile devices; legislation on the mServices; cost of the mobile devices, infrastructure.

Public awareness: There is great need for advocacy of the e/m services to the adoption of such services (Al-Khamaseh and Lawrence, 2006; Choudrie and Dwivedi, 2005). Mobiles services beneficiaries should continue the usage (Hu et al., 2011).

Trust: Just as in eGovernment adopting trust is among the most significant factors affecting it usage (Titah and Barki, 2006).

The issue of security and privacy could also affect mGovernment adoption (Abu-samaha and Abdel Samad, 2007; Al Thunibat et al., 2011; El Kiki and Lawrence, 2007; Kuscu et al., 2008).

Cost: The cost of owning the access devices should be affordable and the cost of accessing services should be low (Ghyasi and Kuschu, 2004).

The liberalization of the telecom markets in most of the developing countries and the implementation of competition law which is causing the prices to go down and the service quality to be up.

Infrastructural constraints: the lack of advanced and secured technical infrastructure could have great effects.

The interoperability/ system integration, adequate bandwidth, mobile device capabilities should be sorted out.
Legal framework: Adequate regulatory framework should be set up by the governments to regulate electronic transactions; crimes, data protection; signatures; privacy and security.

4.9 Conclusion

This paper focuses on the adoption of mGovernment service initiatives in developing countries and it discusses key factors affecting its implementation as well as the business model. We note that mGovernment is currently seen as a new hype in the eGovernment circle but the value-added services it brings cannot be overemphasized. Mobile technologies is now paving ways more than ever before for governments to deliver better, quicker and on time information for its citizens in developing countries than in developed world because they can now easily bypass building all the heavy infrastructures, the costs and time association with developing those infrastructures and adopt wireless or mobile technologies (Farshid Ghyasi, 2004).

The paper suggests that the PPP model should be adopted as well as the implementation should be in phases. It also adds that mGovernment should not be designed to replace eGovernment but should instead target new or additional services unavailable under the eGovernment. Over and above that, mGovernment should exploit the mobile aspect of the devices and must maximize service delivery to citizens. The services should be citizen-centric. Prospects for mGovernment deployment in developing countries are very bright given the successes most developing countries have recorded in mobile technologies and awareness generation. Although, the issues of building relevant content, telecom services, mServices privacy and security cannot be ruled out in mGovernment adoption, it is suggested that governments should ensure that they build an integrated system that is highly interoperable. The strategic pursuit of mGovernment is expected to stimulate the transformation of government public services and should help empower citizens for ubiquitous government information and services. Three separate strategies need to be developed: an infrastructure strategy, a user/customer strategy and organizational change strategy. We emphasized the need for pragmatic planning on the side of government and that technology is not the focus of planning, but the end user, be it worker or citizen.

We must add here very quickly that over-emphasis on technology will not augur well. There is currently too much focus on technology, and not enough emphasis on citizen and working practices. This trend should be critically examined. There should be a clear awareness of the impact of mGovernment services on the citizens for the success. This can only be successful when Governments promotes education and awareness campaigns for the service initiative to succeed. That is, mGovernment policy education should be taken to the grassroots.

Technology is the tool, not the solution for mobile working for the reinforcement of a pragmatic citizen-centric public service delivery.

In order to bridge the digital divide in developing countries through broadband, governments should put in place and implement a comprehensive “Broadband Policy” with requisite strategic plan for implementation. This should be vigorously pursued with appropriate timeline/milestones. Government should build infrastructure that guarantees reliable broadband for its citizens. There should be more mobile penetration and mobile service should be efficient and effective. Government should subsidize the ICT infrastructure and mobile handsets.

Governments should put in place adequate legislative framework and enabling environment for private sector participation to maximize the mobile boom toward effective governance that is citizen-centric. In federal systems like Nigeria where there are various layers of government with an intricate tax system, governments must be cautious in order not to expose private investors to double or multiple taxation as these are invariably passed on to the end users who constitute the grass root. Where practicable, it is essential to grant tax holidays and reliefs to these investors in order to encourage them and invariably boost accessibility.

This paper has been able to show that PPP is possible business model for the actualization of mGovernment initiatives in developing countries given the current governments’ budgetary constraints.
Not enough research has been done on this aspect this paper has opened up the link, therefore, filling this gap in the literature. The paper has also showed that trust, public awareness, access cost, infrastructural constraints, and lack of an enabling legal framework remain the main challenges facing the adopting of mGovernment in developing countries.

In order to increase usage of SMS based mGovernment services, governments should make people aware of and provide information about the services.

The bane of poor public service delivery in most developing countries has been dearth in infrastructures and business models. Harnessing the PPPs strategy will change the scenarios. New working practices need to be developed to help citizens and business corporations adapt to the new style of public service delivery that is ubiquitous, hence the need for pragmatic planning on the side of government. Governments around the world should now see governance and businesses redefined by mobile technologies. This study, however, is limited in the respect of empirical study. Thus, further study is required.
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